KERALA: A CONFLUENCE OF CULTURES

Pristine, picturesque backwaters, lush greenery and a cuisine that’s worth devouring. Here's what truly makes the state ‘God’s Own Country’...

Saiju Cherian

The exotic city of Kochi and the ecologically balanced state of Kerala, known for its syndrome of backwaters, beaches, mountains, and a rich heritage, are the two major tourist destinations of Kerala. The state is known for its unique culture, which is a blend of different ideologies. From the traditional lifestyle to the modernity of today, Kerala has a lot to offer. From the famous Anchal to the serene backwaters, Kerala has it all.

The state is also known for its rich culture and traditions. From the traditional music to the modernity of today, Kerala has it all. The state has a rich tradition of music and dance, which are highly appreciated by tourists. The famous folk songs and dances of Kerala are highly appreciated by tourists.

Kerala is also known for its rich cuisine. From the famous seafood to the traditional dishes, Kerala has it all. The state is known for its rich cuisine, which is highly appreciated by tourists. The famous seafood is a must-try, and the traditional dishes are loved by tourists.

Exploring the unexplored

South India, particularly the three states of Kerala, Tamil Nadu, and Karnataka, is famous for its rich cultural heritage. The state is known for its rich cultural heritage, which is highly appreciated by tourists.

Be a responsible traveller

While you visit Kerala, it is recommended to visit the traditional houses and stay in them. This helps in preserving the rich culture of the state.

A spice trail

Kerala is also known for its rich spice trail. From the famous black pepper to the fragrant cardamom, Kerala has it all. The state is known for its rich spice trail, which is highly appreciated by tourists.

Be a responsible traveller

While you visit Kerala, it is recommended to visit the traditional houses and stay in them. This helps in preserving the rich culture of the state.